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INTRODUCTION 
For any Banach algebra V, it is always of interest to know the algebra 
automorphisms of V. Any automorphism of V induces a homeomorphism of 
the maximal ideal space of V. This gives rise to the problem: characterize 
those homeomorphisms of the maximal ideal space which are induced by 
automorphisms of the algebra. 
When V is the tensor algebra 
v = V(K) = C(K,) G C(K,), 
where Ki and Ks are compact Hausdorf spaces, K = Ki x Ks , then the 
product of two homeomorphisms gj : Kj -+ Kj induces an algebra auto- 
morphism of V of norm one. In many cases these are the only automorphisms 
of v: 
THEOREM 1. Let KI and K, be connected and locally connected compact 
Hausdorff spaces, and let q~ be a homeomorphism of K = KI x K, . Then y 
induces an automorphism of V only if q~ is of one of the two forms: 
(9 dY> 4 = kfl(Y), &(4), 
(ii) QJ(Y, 4 = (&h h(Y)), 
where gj is a homeomorphism of Kj , and g (resp. h) is a homeomorphism of K, 
onto KI (resp. KI onto K,). 
DEFINITION. A topological space X is almost locally connected if there is a 
net X, of subspaces of X such that X, is compact, connected and locally 
connected, 01 < ,6 3 X, C X, and uo: X, in dense in X. 
THEOREM 2. The conclusion of Theorem 1 holds if KI and K, are connected 
and almost locally connected. 
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COROLLARY. The conclusion of Theorem 1 holds when KI and K, are arcwise 
connected. 
Proof of corollary. Such spaces are almost locally connected. 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, every automorphism of 
V(K, x KS) is an isometry. 
In Section 1, we define the tensor algebra I’, give our notation, and give 
some preliminary lemmas. Theorem 1 is proved in Section 2. Theorem 2 is 
proved in Section 3. Related results are given in Section 4. Examples appear 
in Section 5. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
KI and K, are compact HausdorfI spaces. The tensor algebra 
V = V(K) = C(K,) 8 C(K,) 
is the Banach algebra of all functions f continuous on the product 
K = KI x K, which have a representation f = C,” gj @ hj with 
gj E C(Kl), hj E C(KJ fori = 1, 2,... such that C,” 11 gj lloo 11 h, Ilrn < CO. The 
norm on V is the iniimum of the numbers C,” jl gj l/oo I/ hj llDD such that 
f = CT gj @ hi . It is easily seen that the maximal ideal space of V is K. 
nj is the projection of K onto Kj . 
For details about tensor products see Grothendieck [4] for the very genera1 
theory and Varopoulos [5] for applications to harmonic analysis. 
If v : K + K is a homeomorphism of K which induces an automorphism 
of V, we shall call the induced automorphism 9. The operator norm of Q will 
be denoted by [I$? I/. Note that $jf = f o q~. 
We shall say that two subsets A and B of K are bidisjoint if their projections 
on each axis are disjoint: rIA n rIB = C# and rr,A n T.$ = +. 
We shall say that a homeomorphism q~ of K is a crosshomeomorphism if 
cp is of the form (ii) of Theorem 1. We shall say q factors if q is of the form (i) 
of Theorem 1. 
A section is a set of the form {y} x K, or KI x {z}. A set U is parallel to KI 
(resp. K,) if P.JJ (resp. ~~77) contains only one point. If U is parallel to 
KI or Kz , we will say U is parallel to an axis. 
A set U C K is diagonal if U + rr, U and U -+ rr,U are both one-to-one 
maps. 
We have the following easy lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. Suppose X, and X2 are compact rectangles in K and that 
52, and ~2, are bidisjoint open subsets, and that Q, is an open neighborhood of 
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Xj (j = 1,2.) Thm there is an element f~ V such that llfll = 1; f is one on 
Xi u X, and support f C Sz, u L$ . 
Proof. It is easily seen that there are functions g, , g, E C(K,) and 
h, , h, E C(K,) such that gj @ hj is one on Xj and zero off Qj . Let 
f = Bk, + gz> 0 (4 + 4) + Ha - gJ 0 (4 - 4). Then f wu do. 
Note: Lemma 1 was first proved by Varopoulos [6]; this proof was discovered 
by the author and by J. P. Kahane independently. 
LEMMA 2 (Varopoulos [6]). Let Xj and Qj be as in Lemma 1, and suppose 
fi E V(X,), j = 1,2. Then there exists FE V(K) such that F Ix, = fi , 
llFl[ =maxllfjI(,andsupportF_CiR,uSZ,. 
Proof. By Tietze’s extension lemma and the definition of V we can find 
F’ E V(K) such that II F’ II = max ljfi I/ and F’ jxj = jj . Now multiply F’ by 
the function constructed in Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 3. (a) There is a constant C > 0 such that if Ki and Ks are 
finite sets and f E V(K, x Ks) then 
llf IIY d C (Card suppoflf Y4 II f IL . 
(b) If Card K1 = Card K, = 71 < co, then there is a function 
f E V(K, x K,) such that 
Ilf IIY = Glf llm - 
Proof. (a) follows by duality from [5, p. 86, formula 6.2.121. 
(b) follows by duality from the second formula of [5, p. 881. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
LEMMA 4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, each section (~~‘0) x K, 
(resp. Kl x (zO}) is mapped by q~ onto a finite union of compact perfect sets Uj 
such that each U, is parallel to an axis. 
Proof. If the conclusion of Lemma 4 is false, then ~((y,,) x Ks) is the 
union of an infinite number of maximal compact non-empty sets U,. such 
that each U, is parallel to an axis. This is easily seen, since d{y,,} x (3) is 
parallel to both axes: the Uj are sets of the form cp((y,,} x Ks) n n;‘(a), a E Kl 
and 1 = 1,2. 
Let Y = {U, : U, is parallel to Kl> and 2 = {Uj : Uj is parallel to KB}. 
Then either Y or Z contains an infinite number of Uj . If Y is infinite, then 
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the projection of u{U, : Ui E Y> on K, is infinite (indeed rr&J(Ui : Uj E Y)) 
has the same cardinality as Y). 
What we now wish to do is to extract points x, E u{Uj E Y} such that 
{~~}~=i is diagonal. We can find such x, if the number of inj%ite sets lJj E Y 
is infinite, or if the union of the finite subsets Vi E Y contains a diagonal 
infinite subset. 
We can assume that the number of sets { Uj} is minimal. If Uj, contains an 
isolated point then that isolated point belongs to another Uj , where it is not 
isolated. Hence we can assume each Uj is perfect. Hence no Uj is finite. 
Thus, the number of infinite sets Uj E Y is infinite, since there are no 
finite Uj E Y. 
Now, for each Uj E Y, pick xj E Uj . Then “r;%rxj n U, contains at most 
one point. Hence we can, for each j = 1,2,..., find points x, belonging to 
u( Uj E Y} such that {x,J is diagonal. 
Let x, = I, and let U, be a neighborhood of x,’ such that {v( U,)} is a 
family of pairwise bidisjoint sets. 
We may apply Lemma 3b to points w,,~,~ chosen so that w,,~,~ E U, , for 
1 < k, m, < n and so that W, = (w,,~,~ : 1 < m, k < n} is an n x n 
rectangle: 
There is a function fn E V(W,J such that 11 f Ilrn = 1 and 11 f IIy = z/n. 
If X,,,, is any finite rectangle which contains v(U,,, n W,) and F,,, is the 
extension of fn 0 v-l given by 
FmAx) = fn o VW if xEv(U,n W,) 
= 0 otherwise, 
then by Lem-m 3a, II F,,, Ilm,,,) B C&i 
Hence, if we extend Fman to an element F, E V(K, x KS), using Lemma 2, 
we see that j/F, jl < C q/n. 
On the other hand, F,, o p, when restricted to W,, has norm 6. Thus we 
see that 
II+II > C-l+% 
for each n. Hence, II@ I/ = co, which is absurd. Therefore the conclusion of 
the Lemma must be true. 
LEMMA 5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, ifr,, E Kl , then q({yO} x K,) 
cannot contain two points a, b such that (a} and {b} are bidisjoint. 
COROLLARY. tp({y,,} x K,) is puruZZeZ to an &,for uZZ yO E Kl . 
Proof of Lemma 5. Suppose d{ys} x KS) contains two points a, b which 
are bidisjoint. Then the Vi (given for ((y,,} x K.J by Lemma 4) are not all 
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parallel to one axis. Let (y,, , as) E {y,,} x K, be a point such that ~(ys , z,,) 
belongs to Uj 0 Uk where Ui and U, are parallel to different axes. 
Such a point ~(ys , .q,) will be called a corner of q({yO) x Ks). By Lemma 4, 
q({ys} x K,) has only a finite number of corners. 
We claim that all sufficiently small neighborhoods N1 x Nz of (y,, , z,,) are 
such that ~~([v((y,} x NJ] u [q(Ni x {z,,}]) is a neighborhood of n&y,, , q,), 
j = 1,2. 
Indeed, let j = 1, and let a’ = nlv(yO , zO) and b’ = r&y,, , q,). Since 
q-l is induced by q-l, we may apply Lemma 4: 
~-l(Kl X {b’}) = fi Uj 
j=l 
where U, ,..., U, are parallel to K1 and U,,, ,..., lJ, are parallel to K, . 
Now let Nr x N, be so small that p)(ys , q,) is the only corner of 
v({yO} x K,) and of q(K, x {z,,} (if any) in q(N, x Ns) and (x0, y,,) is the 
only corner (if any) in N1 x Nz of q+({a’} x K,) and of q+(K, x {b’}). 
Suppose rrly({yo} x NJ is not a neighborhood of a’. Then 
is not a neighborhood of (yO , zs) in q-l(K, x {b’}). Hence, (yO, zs) is a 
corner of +(Ki x {b’}). H ence, we may assume, by our choice of N1 x N, , 
that 
q-‘(K, x {b’)) n Nl x N, c u, u u,, 
and 
Ul f-J urn = {(Yo , %)3, 
where 
Ul c Kl x cd, and U?n~iYd x K2. 
Obviously (Ni x NJ n (U, u U,,) is a neighborhood of (y,, , a@) in 
q6(K1 x {b’}), so q(Ni x (zO}) U q({y,,} x N,), which contains 
CPWI x Nz) n (u, u urn)) 
must be a neighborhood of (a’, b’) = q(yO , q,) in K1 x {b’}. But then 
-irlUdN~ x -k4) n d(~ol x Ndl) 
is a neighborhood of a’ = rr,v(y, , z,,). A similar argument shows 
~z(hN x hl) n a({~& x WI) 
is a neighborhood of b’ = nsq(yO, q,). 
We now choose Nl x N, such that ~({y,,) x K,) has only one corner in 
~(4 x NJ- 
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Then if 
and 
we see that A u B u C u D is a neighborhood of ~(ya , x0). Let Y x 2 be 
a connected neighborhood of (ya , x,,) such that y(Y x Z) C A LJ B u C u D. 
We now have two cases to consider: q(K, x {zs}) has no corner at 
~(y,, , z,), and v(K, x {z,,}) does have a corner at v(yO , x0). 
In the first case, we can easily see that A u B is a neighborhood of 
~(ys , za). Let y f y,, be in the interior of Y. We claim that there is a 
neighborhood U C Y x Z of (y, zO) such that (y,, , za) $ U and cp(U) 2 B. 
Indeed, if q(yO, z,,) E B \ A, then 
vP(Y, zo) = W,(Y” P %I), j = 1,2, 
soy =y(). Hence B \ A is a neighborhood of ~(y, z,,), so 
will do. 
Y x Znr+-‘(B\A) = U 
Now let z # x,, be chosen in Z so that (y, z) E U and ‘p(y,, , z) E A \ B. 
[Such x exist because cp(yO , z ,, ) is a corner: a,, is an accumulation point of the 
two sets {z : rr&ya , z) = n&y,, , za)}, i = 1, 2. This means that there 
exist z’s arbitrarily close to z,, (and not equal to z,,) such that v(yO, z) and 
~(y,, , z,,) have equal projections on the first coordinate, and unequal projec- 
tions on the second, which is what we need.] 
Now consider IJJ(Y x{z>). Since ~(y, z) E dY x {z}), v(Y x{z}) n B # o . 
On the other hand v(y,, , z) E A \ B so cp(Y x {z}) n A f m also. Finally, 
an easy computation shows v(Y x {z}) n A n B = o . Thus v( Y x {z}) 
is disconnected, which contradicts the choice of Y x Z (a connected neigh- 
borhood). 
We now show that the second case: q(K, x {~a)) has a corner at v(yO , z,,) 
leads to a similar contradiction. 
Let z’ and I” E Z \ {z,,} be distinct points such that rlv(y,, , z’) = 
WJ(Y~~ 4 and w4yo T 4 = VP(Y 0 , zO). Choose y’ and y” analogously. 
Such points exist because ~(y,, , z,,) is a “double” corner. 
Let U’ (resp. Un) be a neighborhood of v(yO , z’) (resp. q(yO , 2”)) such that 
U’n(CuD)= m (resp. U” n (A u D) = m). 
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Now choose y”’ E Y so that 
cp((y”} x 2) n u’ f 0 and d{y”‘} x 2) n U” # ~1, 
and y”’ # y,, . 
Let E = ~({y”‘} x Z). Then E n IJZI({~~} x Z) = 0 and 
E_CAuBuCuD, 
and E is connected. 
We shall complete the proof of Lemma 5 by showing that E “is nowhere,” 
or that F = p(Y x {z"'}) is “nowhere” where the choice of 2”’ is analogous to 
that of y’“. 
Clearly E n F = one point = (~(y’, z’)). Suppose E n A # 0. Now 
E = (E n A) u (E n B) u (E n C) u (E n D), and E is connected. We 
claim E n C f 0 and E n D # 0 and E n B = 0. Indeed, first suppose 
EnC= 0 =EnD and EnBflzr. Then since E is connected, 
EnBnEnAf @.ButEnBnACEn~((yo}xZ}= ~3. 
Suppose E n D = 0. Then 
E=(EnA)u(EnB)u(EnC). 
NowEnAnC= Qr,soEnB#@. 
Suppose EnAf 0 and EnBf 0. Since (AnB)u(BnC)= 
P(tYlJ x -a 
EnAnB= IZ( and EnBnC=@. 
Hence E_C(A u B U C)\((A nB) U B n C)) = W. Now 
B = ((B n A)u(B n C)) 
isacomponentofW.Hence,ifBnEf@andEn(AuCuD)f0, 
then E is disconnected. Thus E n A # 0 implies E n B = 0. 
Now,EnU”#er~dEnB=~implyEnCfIzr.IfEnD=0, 
then E C [A\((A n B) u (A n D))] u [C\((C n B) u (C n D))] and each of 
the sets in square brackets is a component of the union. Hence E n D # 0 
ifEnA# o. 
Thus En A # o implies En D f m and En C+ m and 
EnB=O. 
On the other hand, if E n D # ra and E n A = la = En C, then 
En u’f 0 implies En B # IZ( so 
EZ[B\((B n A)u(B n C))]u [D\((D n A)u(Dn C))] 
is disconnected. 
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Thus, the following are equivalent: 
Er\B= o, EnAfa, EnDf@, EnCf!3; 
andEnBf % impliesEn(AuCuD) = %. 
This same reasoning applies to F: either F C D; or F n D = % and 
FnA+@,FnBf %andFnC#%. 
We now put these results together: if E c B andF C D, then E n F = 0, 
which contradicts our choice of E and F. Hence either E n B = ,@ or 
FnD=@. 
SupposeEnB=%.WeclaimEnAnD#%andEnDnCf%. 
This will contradict E n v(Y x (zs}) = one point. 
SimilarlyFnD=%willimplyFnAnBf%andFnBnC~%, 
which will again yield a contradiction. Hence we cannot have two bidisjoint 
points in ~({ys} x K,). 
ItremainstoshowEnAnDf %. 
IfEnAnD = %,then 
EC(A\(A n D))u(D\(A nD))u C = W'. 
We shall show A\(A n D) is a component of W' and hence if E n A # a, 
and E n C f %, E cannot be connected. 
NOW, An D = y(Y')2,4 n C. 
Hence 
(A\(A n D)) n ((D u C)\(A n D)) = m. 
Thus, A\(A nD) is a component of TV. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that q~({y} x K,) is parallel to a side for each y E KI , 
that KI is connected, and that ~((y,,} x K,) is parallel to K, for some y,, E KI . 
Then I x KJ is parallel to K, for ally E KI . 
Proof. It is easily seen that {y : v((y> x K2) is parallel to K,} = A and 
{Y : d{Y> x KS) is parallel to KI} = B are disjoint closed sets with 
A~B=K,.Sincey,eAandK,isconnected,B= %,andA=K,. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, either ~({y} x K,) is 
parallel to KI for ally or v({ y} x K,) is parallel to K, for ally. 
We now finish the proof of Theorem 1. 
By the Corollary to Lemma 6, v maps sections into sections. 
We have two cases: p)({ y} x K,) is parallel a) to KI b) to K, . 
The proofs for a) and b) are identical, except that for a) p will be a cross- 
homeomorphism. We will give the proof for a). We will show that 
y(y, x) = [~dy~ , z), r&y, zo)] where y. , z. are fixed. 
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Let S = ((y, 2) : n&y, z) = ~~av(y, z’) Vx’ E Ka}. By a), S = Kr x K, 
and, similarly, for the set 
8 = {(Y, 4 : WJ(Y, 4 = WJ(Y’, 4 VY’ E KI> 
we haveQ = Kl x K,. 
Using S and Q we see immediately that v is a crosshomeomorphism. 
Q.E.D. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The proof of Theorem 2 follows the pattern of the proof of Theorem 1. The 
only changes which need to be made in the proof of Theorem 1 occur in the 
proof of Lemma 5: we apply Lemma 5 to the connected compact locally 
connected subspaces X2) C Kl and Xi”’ C K2 : that is, the argument of 
Lemma 5 shows that if y E Xf), then ~({y} x XA”‘) is parallel to a side. We 
take the limit as p increases: ~((y} x K2) is parallel to a side. Thus for all 
y E (Jar XL’), ~({y} x K,) is parallel to a side. Since {y E K2 : q~({y} x K,) is 
parallel to a side} is closed, and un XL’) is dense in Kl , q({y} x K,) is 
parallel to a side for all y E Kl . 
Lemma 6 only uses the conclusion of Lemma 5 and the hypothesis that 
Kl x K, is connected. Hence the conclusion of Lemma 6 follows if Kl and 
K, are almost locally connected. 
Lemma 6 and the concluding argument in Section 2 now give the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
Comment. The characterization of automorphisms of V(K, x K2) holds 
for a wider class of spaces Kl , K2 than “almost locally connected” spaces. It 
can be shown that if Kl and K, satisfy hypothesis AALC below, then auto- 
morphisms of V(K, x K,) are those induced by cross-homeomorphisms and 
factorizable homeomorphisms. 
AALC: The topological space X contains subspaces X, such that : Xa is 
almost locally connected; UX, is dense in X; given any points x, y E l-)X, , 
subspaces such that 
j = o,..., n - 1,y EXcn. 
4. RELATED RESULTS 
a. Homomorphisms of Tensor Algebras 
As the following theorem indicates, the endomorphism problem for tensor 
algebras does not have the same solution as the automorphism problem. We 
do not know what the solution is. 
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THEOREM 3. LetK,=K,={t:O<t< l}.Letvr:Ki x Ka-tK, x Ka 
be defined by 
and let q+ : Kl x K, + Kl x K, be defined by 
94% t) = I 
(1, -1 + s + t) 1 <s+t 
(s + 4 0) o<s+t<1. 
Then vl induces an endomorphism of V = V(K, x K,) and vz does not induce 
an endortwrphism of V. 
Proof. Let f E V((im vr). We claim f 0 fi E V. Indeed, let 
g(s) = f o Yl(S, t)* 
ThengEC(K,), andfop =g@lEV. Thusf~V~f*~r~V. 
Now consider ~a . By using [S, p. 971, we see that (f 0 rp2 : f E V} r\ V is, in 
a small neighborhood N of (It, $), th e restriction to N of the algebra A(r). 
But in a small closed neighborhood N’ of (1, Q), V jirnq2 = C(W). Hence, qs 
cannot induce an endomorphism of V. Q.E.D. 
Comment. It is easily seen that vi and ~a both map sections to “right-angle 
bends.” 
b. V-Helson Sets 
A compact subset E C K = Kl x K, is called a V-Helson set if every 
continuous function f E C(E) is the restriction to E of an element of V(K). 
A countable V-Helson set is a V-Sidon subset. In this section we prove: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose Kl and K, are compact connected metric spaces and 
that they are locally connected. Let q~ be a homeomorphism of K = Kl x K, 
onto itself such that a compact subset E _C K is V-Sidon if and only if q(E) is 
V-Sidon. Then p induces an automorphism of V. 
Proof. We shall show that q~ cannot diagonalize any infinite subset of a 
set of the form (yJ x K, . Once this is done, we apply Lemmas 5-7 (which 
are based on topological arguments) to show that q~ is either a cross-homeo- 
morphism or factorizable. It then follows that v induces an automorphism 
of v. 
Suppose {(yO : z,J} is a sequence in { ys} x K, such that {p( y0 , z,)} is 
diagonal. We may suppose (since K is metric) that (ya , a,) converges to 
(yo, d, and (yap 4 f (yo, 4, n = 1, L.. 
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Let U,, = Y, x Z, be a rectangular neighborhood of (yO , x,) such that 
{p( U,)} is a family of bidisjoint sets. For each i = 1,2,3,... and integer 
n E [2j, 2j+l - 11, pick sets of cardinality card F, = 2j such that 
u {F, : 2i < n < 2i+3 = (n,F,i) x {z, : 2j < n < 2i-+I}. 
It is easily seen, using the bidisjointness of {p( U,)} that u,“=, p(F,) is a S, 
set, in the sense of Varopoulos [5, p. 881. Hence, by Theorem 6.4.1 of [5, 
P. 8913 U dFd) ” MY ,, , z,,)} is a V-Sidon set. However, by our construc- 
tion of the F, , we see that (u F,) u (( y. , z,,)} is not P’-Sidon. This contradic- 
tion shows that p) cannot diagonalize an infinite set. 
c. Automorphisms of the Algebra p 
The algebra r((K, x K,) = P is the set of functions f E C(K, x K,) such 
that there exist g, E V(K, x K,) with jl f - g, /ILo -+ 0 and sup /I g, I[ y < co. 
This algebra was introduced by Varopoulos [6] and further studied in [3], 
where it was asked, what are the automorphisms of r? The answer is the same 
as for V, and the same methods give the proof: 
THEOREM 5. Let K1 x K, be connected and locally connected and rj? be an 
autommphism of r(K, x IQ. Then there is a homeomorphism y of 1;; x Kz 
which induces G and v has of one of the forms 
(9 V(Y) 4 = k(y), 44) 
(4 V(Y, 4 = M4 h(y)), 
where g and h are homeomorphisms. 
COROLLARY. Q maps V(K, x K,) onto V(K, x K,). 
Proof of corollary. +f = f 0 v and when 9 has the form (i) or (ii), then 
+ maps V(K, x K,) onto V(K, x K,J since 
+ c ai @ bi = 
t 
c (ai og) @ (bi 0 h) case (i) 
1 (b, 0 h) @ (ai og) case (ii) 
Proof of theorem. Let A be the maximal ideal space of P = p(K, x K,). 
The composition of the injection i: V + p with + yields a map + 0 i: V - v 
which induces a map p : A - KI x Kz , 
Since KI x K, is embedded naturally in A, we have 
p’:K, x K,*K, x K2. 
The argument of the proof of Lemma 4 shows that p’ maps sections onto 
finite unions of sets parallel to a side. We now use the topological hypothesis 
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of the theorem and the topological argument of Lemmas 5 and 6 to show that 
p’ is of one of the forms i) or ii) for g and h continuous. We must now show 
that p’ (and therefore g and h) is a homeomorphism. 
p’ is one-to-one, since p is a homeomorphism. 
p’ is onto since KI x Kz “determines” P, that is, if f E: p and f vanishes 
offA\K, x K,, thenf =OEP. 
Thus p’(K, x KJ determines V, so p’(K, x K,) must be dense in 
Kl x K, , sop’ is onto. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
5. EXAMPLES 
1. Kl and K, are finite. Then any homeomorphism of Kl x K2 induces 
an automorphism of V(K, x K,) = C(K, x K,). 
2. Kl and K, are totally disconnected, say Kl = K2 = (0, 4, g,...}. 
Let X, be a sequence of bidisjoint 5 x 5 rectangles in Kl x K2 {(O,O)} 
and let F : Kl x K, + Kl x K, be defined by: 
p exchanges (in any one-to-one way) X,, with X,,,, and p leaves 
WI x KJ\(U J&J fixed, and + the induced automorphism c~~lr(k; x K,). 
Then r+~ does not factor, and I/ $? 11 < 1 + v?. 
3. The set 
X = (x,y) : y = sin i, 0 < x < $1 U ((0) X [-1, 11) 
i 
is compact, metric, connected, not arcwise connected, not locally connected, 
and is almost locally connected: 
X,= 
I 
1 1 
(x,y):y=sin- -<x<-$ 
X’?I I 
are arcs and UX, is dense in X. 
4. Not every connected metric space is almost locally connected: 
X= (x,y):y=sin~,O<x<l/U{(x,y): -1 <x<O,-1 <y<l), 
1 
is not almost locally connected, since no arc-components of X is dense. X 
does satisfy AALC however. 
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